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Author's response to reviews:

(OUR ANSWERS ARE IN CAPITAL LETTERS)

Minor Essential Revisions (such as missing labels on figures, or the wrong use of a term, which the author can be trusted to correct)
Please correct the paragraph on page No.8 The decreased frequency of smoking during pregnancy observed in Cantabria, in fact, it is “The decreased frequency of smoking cessation during pregnancy observed in Cantabria” also correct the figure 5.2% from 1999 to 2002 actually it is from 1998 to 2002 and it is 16.7 at the beginning of pregnancy

IT HAS BEEN CORRECTED.

Also correct the variable coulmn in Table 1 Smokers at the beginning of pregnancy actualy it is as "smokers prior to pregnancy" as this coulmn is described in Results (first paragraph)

IT HAS BEEN CORRECTED.

and please add another coulmn for smokers at the beginning of pregnancy and so on all the related figures and also correct its distribution described in the article

AS WE SAID, IT IS COMMON IN THE LITERATURE ON THE FIELD TO SAY "SMOKERS BEFORE PREGNANCY" FOR WOMEN WHO SMOKE AT THE BEGINNING OF PREGNANCY, BEFORE THEY ARE AWARE OF THEIR PREGNANCY. WE HAVE ADDED A SENTENCE IN THE METHODS REGARDING THIS FACT. "We asked for tobacco consumption before and during pregnancy; all smokers before pregnancy continued smoking at the beginning of pregnancy (before they were aware of pregnancy). Therefore smoking prior to pregnancy and smoking at the beginning of pregnancy convey the same information." IT IS NOT NEEDED TO ADD A NEW ROW AS SMOKERS PRIOR TO PREGNANCY ARE THE SAME WHO SMOKE WHO WERE SMOKERS AT THE BEGINNING OF PREGNANCY.